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Introduction 

 

The CAD-ASC, DWCC and CNSDB would like to illustrate these issues in this proceeding on 
Message Relay Services (MRS) in Canada. 

 
The Canadian Association of the Deaf-Association des Sourds du Canada (CAD-ASC) is a not-

for-profit organization founded in 1940 that provides consultation and information on Deaf 

issues to the public, business, media, educators, governments and others; conduct research 

and collect data; as a community action organization of the Deaf people in Canada. We promote 

and protect the rights, needs, and concerns of Deaf people who uses American Sign Language 

(ASL) and Langue des Signes Québécoise (LSQ). 

 
The Deaf Wireless Canada Committee (DWCC) is an ad-hoc committee of the Canadian 

Association of the Deaf-Association des Sourds du Canada (CAD-ASC) and is a group of Deaf, 

Hard of hearing and DeafBlind consultants, analysts and committee volunteers across Canada. 

The mandate of DWCC is to advocate for fair priced wireless contracts for ASL/LSQ consumers 

and to promote the ideal functional equivalency for all Canadian wireless customers. The 

committee is seeking in the following points:     

      
● Fair and uniform wireless data plans for ASL and LSQ users 
● Cost reasonable plans for ASL and LSQ users 
● Transparent and clear advertisement of plans offered; and 
● Decreased disparity in disparity of wireless product and service provision 

 

The Canadian National Society of the Deaf-Blind, Inc. (CNSDB) was registered in 1985 as a 

national consumer-run advocacy association dedicated to helping Canadians who are deaf-blind 

achieve a higher quality of life. We advocate for new and improved services, promote public 

awareness of deaf-blind issues and gather and distribute information in order to help empower 

individuals who are deaf-blind to become full participants of society. CNSDB provides expertise 

in accessibility related to the needs of individuals who are living with the distinct disability of 

deaf-blindness, which is different from deafness or blindness due to being unable to use one 

sense in order to compensate for the loss of the other. 

 

The representatives from CAD-ASC, DWCC and CNSDB who have responded to this 

intervention and providing inputs from community member’s experiences, as well as their 

perspectives are:  

 

● Lisa Anderson-Kellett, Chairperson, DWCC 

● Jeffrey Beatty, Technical Consultant, DWCC 

● Noella Roberts, Fundraising Coordinator, DWCC 

● Michael J. Stewart, Survey Analyst, DWCC 

● Frank Folino, President, CAD-ASC 

● James Roots, Executive Director, CAD-ASC 

● Megan McHugh, President, CNSDB 
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Goals with this Intervention  

 

Our focus is to ensure that there are evolving technologies integrated to upgrade existing needs 

for relay systems. For example, it is our mission to ensure: 

 

1) No MRS is phased out unless an equivalent and accessible solution is available for 

those who still heavily rely on the MRS, such as Deaf-Blind, late deafened, severely hard 

of hearing and senior citizens 

2) TTY is available in a compatible and accessible format, across multiple operating 

systems and platforms 

3) IP-Relay is accessible in an app format with customizable features 

4) RTT is considered as a solution, with backward compatibility to multiple platforms 

5) Apple TTY app* solution to be considered and made available in Canada 

 

DWCC, CAD-ASC and CNSDB would like CRTC to investigate inquire as to this one other 

technology we feel is not available or being considered in Canada, while it is currently available 

in the US - Apple TTY built-in Operating system (iOS) feature* 

 

We will not mention VRS as that is not a topic of this proceeding but there might be a few points 

where we state TTY and IP-Relay use is direct result or reference of something as a side effect 

of the VRS, such as the fact that VRS hours are limited, at minimum, to respond to the 

questions. There may also be referential points to the service as a form of providing 

clarifications. 

 

State our Intention to provide a focused Survey on TTY & IP-Relay 

 

As previously stated in two documents initially filed, we will get much more complete and 

extensive responses to the intervention questions by enlisting responses from the larger Deaf, 

hard of hearing and DeafBlind Canadian community.  Some questions were modified during the 

ASL filming for the survey questions as during these interpretations and translations we realized 

further clarity of the questions was needed. As a result, the revised and updated questions are 

available in Appendix D. 

 

Share from our past surveys 

 

To further assist in contributions to this intervention for the CRTC proceeding for TNC 2017-33, 

our groups are going to reference to two past surveys whereas questions were asked that were 

on topics of TTY or IP-Relay. First, here are backgrounders on our past two surveys: 

 

1) In the joint survey Deaf Wireless Survey Analysis, released April 2016, questions were 

developed to learn more about consumer behaviour of ASL and LSQ users in response 

to the wireless telecommunications industry.  The DWCC wanted to know how much 

knowledge is among and how much wireless technology usage is by ASL and LSQ 

http://www.deafwireless.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Deaf-Wireless-Canada-Survey-Analysis-2016-REV02-APRIL-19-2016.pdf
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users.  The questionnaire was designed for Canadians who were at least 18 years of 

age, members of or have connections to Deaf communities across Canada, owners of 

smartphones, and current customers of a Canadian wireless company. 

 

The survey was conducted in four languages starting on September 25, 2015, and 

ending on November 30, 2015. The second survey was conducted from December 1st, 

2015 to January 16th, 2016 and it was geared for Deaf-Blind respondents. To 

accommodate their visual needs,  the secondary survey included a black background 

with high contrast coloured text.  The four languages were English, French, ASL, and 

LSQ.  1257 responses were collected; 28.0% of overall responses had inconclusive or 

no data, which was removed from the analysis.  In turn, the completed data reflected in 

905 responses.   

 

Appendix A will copy and paste portions of the Deaf Wireless Survey Analysis that 

mention either TTY and IP-Relay to fill in information for this proceeding. 

 

2) In the Rede(a)fining Accessible 9-1-1: Saving Lives - A Survey Analysis Report 

Examining Deaf Hard of Hearing and DeafBlind Issues, the DWCC, CAD-ASC and 

CNSDB brings to attention severe lack of 9-1-1 service for DHHDB Canadians, and 

proves this through conducting a national level survey to learn about awareness of 

accessible 9-1-1 services by American Sign Language (ASL) and Langue des Signes 

Québecoise (LSQ) users. 

 
The survey was conducted in four languages, English, French, ASL and LSQ, from May 

7, 2016 to January 4, 2017. This survey was available in both paper and online formats 

and there were separate links for high contrast DeafBlind friendly surveys. 660 

responses were collected; with 59 responses removed due to inconclusive or no data, 

leaving 601 responses for analysis. 

 

Appendix B will copy and paste portions of the Rede(a)fining Accessible 9-1-1: 

Saving Lives report that mention either TTY and IP-Relay to fill in information for this 

proceeding. 

 

The CAD-ASC, DWCC and CNSDB believe that current Message Relay Services in Canada will 

require a revamp of the system to ensure that functional equivalency is applied for the new MRS 

system in Canada such as RTT, IP Relay App and others. This will enable Deaf, Hard of 

Hearing and Deaf-Blind people with access to MRS services to meet our accessibility needs. 

We have numbered and itemized paragraphs with answering this proceedings’ questions to our 

best effort, as per rules of procedure.  

 

In this document, for the ease of reference, we will summarize the identification groups of 

consumers that a responding to this intervention as Deaf, Hard of Hearing and Deaf-Blind for 

http://www.deafwireless.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/RedeAfining-Accessible-9-1-1-Saving-Lives-Version2Feb202017-CADASCDWCCCNSDB.pdf
http://www.deafwireless.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/RedeAfining-Accessible-9-1-1-Saving-Lives-Version2Feb202017-CADASCDWCCCNSDB.pdf
http://www.deafwireless.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/RedeAfining-Accessible-9-1-1-Saving-Lives-Version2Feb202017-CADASCDWCCCNSDB.pdf
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which our three groups represent, and in summarized format, will be referenced as “DHHDB” 

going forward. 

 

The Black numbers are the CRTC assigned numbers to the questions in the proceeding. 

Red numbering is our numbering of questions responding as what you identify as “users with a 

hearing or speech disability” in CRTC TNC 2017-33.  This was to help us keep track of how 

many questions we are designated to answer, and our count is we need to respond to a total of 

20, twenty, of CRTC’s questions in this proceeding.  

 

Responses to Questions: 
 
Q1: Q1: Do current MRS offerings (i.e. TTY and IP relay services) enable you to make the 

telephone calls you need to make as part of your daily activities? 
 
The current MRS services in our daily activities poses some challenges to our DHHDB 
community.  

TTY 

 

 
The MRS TTY requires landline in order to make a call to any hearing people and the most 
common frequent issues is that callers have to wait for the next available operator which takes 
about at least 5-10 minutes and sometimes at least 30 minutes to wait during busy hours.  
 
Here are some of the challenges that TTY MRS callers face when they access these services, 
there are further delays of about five more minutes on the phone when answered, for each step 
as follows: 
 

1) The operator ask DHHDB person to provide your own name and phone number before 
proceeding with the call. 

2) Upon approval by the relay operator, you then have to give your caller’s name and 
phone number to dial and this takes another five minutes.   

3) The way the systematic procedure goes to carry through the communication, TTY 
conversations require the usage of command system such as GA (go ahead) and SK 
(stop keying) which is unfamiliar to the wider society. 

4) TTY caller uses a male name and the relay operator uses a female voice - in many 

cases it confused some hearing people to ensure proper identification of the caller. This 

can create some awkward moments and delays. 

5) TTY users try to only constrain us to get important points across during TTY phone calls 

because of often feeling guilty for holding the hearing person on the other end for too 

long if DHHDB person type too much. This caused a tons of anguish and disappointment 

that DHHDB couldn’t express fully in TTY conservations. 

6) 70% of DHHDB people have below average English or French skill so in many cases it 

can create confusion and misunderstandings in communication between all parties 

involved. (DHHDB caller, relay operator and hearing person) This causes tons of 

frustrations among the low educated deaf population. This is mainly why so many 

DHHDB signing population are switching to VRS for more effective communications. 
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Other key inconveniences are:  
 

1) TTY requires landline so DHHDB person need to make phone calls with a landline 
whereas we are living in an Internet-enabled society nowadays.  Why are we paying  an 
extra phone bill for something that should be considered a universally accessible 
measure? 
 
2) In order to make a TTY relay call, this requires a TTY device to make a phone call 

which makes it harder to be part of my “daily activities” during the day. TTY devices are 

hardly portable, and big heavy bulky machines and you would  see anyone carrying a 

TTY all day (as opposed to a smartphone or a tablet). 

 

3) We have noticed that many TTYs are being removed from phone booth areas at such 

as airports or any public places in Canada, hence portable and updated means of 

communication must be created for appropriate transition into new technologies that are 

adaptable and functionally equivalent and accessible to all DHHDB Canadians.  Note: 

too often we have seen there is still TTY symbols left on walls and halls in certain 

locations such as the airport but there is no TTY device there. Even at the new Calgary 

terminal. Please see Appendix C for photos that indicate evidence of this. 

 

4) Many MRS users have broken and irreparable TTY devices and repair services are 

not always available in their home communities.  There is a concern that TTYs have 

become old, so old that when they start to wear down and malfunction, with technical 

issues, then comes the problem of where to take the TTY for repairs or replacement 

parts. Such technical repair services of TTY devices have become obsolete in Canada.  

 

Most oftentimes, TTY owners are told to send their TTY’s to the USA for repair and have 

to pay for shipping and repair costs themselves.  The costs for delivery often outweigh 

the cost for the repairs so the physical machines become worthless. 

 

5) Local social service agencies for the DHHDB still sell limited supplies of these 

products but do not offer repair services, and may just serve as the middle person for 

shipping for repairs. For information purposes, some examples of social service 

agencies are: British Columbia - Western Institute of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing 

Alberta - Deaf Hear Alberta, and Ontario - Canadian Hearing Society. 

 

It must be noted that our organizations jointly recognize that TTY use still remains high for Deaf-

Blind who rely on braille or simplified communication options, and senior citizens out of their 

distaste for newer technology. 
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People who are technically inclined, like using the alternative of IP-Relay which takes up less 

space on desktops with no actual physical machine like the TTY, and instead uses the internet 

browser on desktop computers.  

 

There is a higher adoption rate with the mobile device, tablet, computer (laptop or desktop) 

options than the TTY devices. 

However the concern is that the newer technology must be backward compatible with those still 

using the devices, and required to be adaptable and accessible for Deaf-Blind and Seniors who 

still heavily utilize these methods of communication.  

IP-Relay 

 
IP Relay has big advantage over the TTY, which is not dealing with product repairs.  

 

IP-Relay continues to be very useful to rely on when for instance, you need confirmation 

numbers such as when you make travel bookings such as hotel or flight bookings. Generally, 

very handy when you need to print out information to back yourself up such as for during 

negotiations on a wireless plan, and get a confirmation number for reference to the 

conversation. Additionally, it is the best alternative for when the VRS is not online, because it is 

a service currently open during limited hours in the day. 

However some issues still exist:  

1) Many do not have a wireline phone in their homes, not willing to set it up if they have cell 

phones as well, as it means another bill to pay for. This is wrong. IP-Relay should be a 

universally functional equivalent provision for DHHDB Canadians, especially for those 

who do not use sign language as their daily communication such as those who become 

deaf later in life, frequently referred to as the “late-deafened,” those severely hard of 

hearing or have speech disabilities. 

2) Actual registration for IP Relay use requires steps, memory of password login, and not a 

customizable or personally chosen login keyword but rather some made up 9-digit 

number which is hard to remember and is useless because it is not a number that 

hearing callers can call IP-Relay customers with. 

3) IP-Relay is considered one-way communication as hearing people cannot call the IP-

Relay consumer, and there is no alert system set up for receipt of such calls. This is 

where technical configuration and settings need to be created and established, such as 

internet apps and pop ups and flashing alerts, etc. Why isn’t it possible to have our text 

numbers be configured to be directly configured to be auto-answered or by an IP-Relay 

operator as such it is with CanadaVRS 10-digit numbers. 

4) Even with IP-Relay there are time-delay issues of response between user and the relay 

operator and in many situations, the wait is often more than 5 minutes, even even 20 

minutes to connect to an operator. 

5) IP-Relay requires only the use of an online internet browser using a computer 
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6) The current interface of IP-Relay is NOT accessible to DeafBlind/low vision users, there 

is no customizability and adaptability for these consumers. All-white screens with no 

accessibility widgets or features or customization for background, and font colour as well 

as text size are not available. 

7) IP-Relay interfaces do not allow for seamless communication on tablets such as iPads 

or smartphones/iPhones There is no responsive back and forth interactability using the 

smartphone or tablet operating systems. No auto adjustments or layout based on screen 

size and resolution. It is not cross-platform friendly at all.  

8) Telecoms are not doing alpha or beta testing of IP Relay user interfaces before they are 

released to the wider public for use. Alpha or Beta testers should come from our 

consumer groups, people who would make use of the applications to give 

comprehensive feedback. 

In conclusion, our organizations observe there is no accessibility consideration in this whole 
process. So many DHHDB consumers have been marginalized from the new technologies in 
this way by not having proper testing and trial processes, nor proper input and feedback 
processes. 
 

Q2: Q2:Have you experienced any challenges using either TTY relay or IP relay service? 

 
DHHDB have experienced various challenges using TTY relay and IP relay services such as 

there are foreign accents used by operators that constitutes constant misunderstanding 

between each other including word of choices and gender misrepresentation during the relay 

calls. Also in this case, it is often that they are not familiar with local names, places or towns.  

When DHHDB call hearing people, there is a high frequency of hang-ups on the hearing 

person’s end because it sounds like a telemarketer is calling rather than a relay operator. 

Similarly, these relay calls may led to some issues on telemarketing through a third party calls 

where hearing callers may not going to take the relay calls.  

There is a decline in quality of professionalism of the operators, there is an observation that 

operators are becoming more judgemental and less neutral, as a family member reported to a 

Deaf consumer that she could overhear the operators gossiping and judging the caller on their 

poor English skills, and that did not make the customer comfortable.   

Outsourcing relay operator services is a major issue for DHHDB MRS consumers, as privacy 

becomes a concern, with the degradation of professional standards of the operators. 

Consequently, we note that confidentiality is a serious issue for outsourcing to companies 

outside of Canada, DHHDB consumers would much rather see that privacy is protected by 

having all conversations stay within our borders.  

The IP-Relay is a beneficial service, especially for Hard-of-Hearing Canadians who may not use 

ASL or LSQ but are also unable to hear on the phone. IP-Relay can guarantee individuals are 

not restricted to making phone calls solely from home, via TTY.  

 

The issues on IP-Relay is that the web browser does not work successfully with all devices, as 

indicated by survey responses. In an emergency, a respondent wasted time explaining to the 
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IP-Relay person that they were unable to push “enter”, which is why they were typing in one 

long sentence. The only way to separate each sentence or input is to include the GA or SK.  In 

an emergency, this is not convenient. Some users experience no difficulty, while others on 

various devices cannot use the service as intended.  

 

A further issue with IP-Relay is the requirement to connect through an individual’s TSP or WSP 

account. For those who have pre-paid/pay-as-you-go plans, this information may be difficult to 

come by, and hinders use of the service. Others who do have the account information still have 

lengthy login times.  

 

IP-Relay customers are required to be customers of a landline telephone provider. Why do we 

have to pay an extra bill to be an IP-Relay customer?  IP-Relay should be universal and 

accessible for all, just as SRVCanadaVRS.  For example, if a person goes to the library public 

computers, they should be able to login and call from anywhere with a customized login to the 

clients’ preference instead of some random number that is hard to memorize. 

 

It would be more convenient if there is not another number to have to memorize for IP-Relay as 

there is already two numbers that DHHDB must remember- their text number and their CanVRS 

number. If there was a way that we could use our text number and have any hearing people 

calling in automatically having the call going to IP-Relay that would be a solution, just as the 

CanVRS when it is called a video interpreter automatically picks up the phone, the IP-Relay 

operator can pick up the call from a hearing caller. 

 

Further to this, we note that IP-Relay customers are given on what looks like a phone number 

for login access and DHHDB customers are confused about that they can give this number out 

when indeed they cannot. Thus, it is no way for call-back for the hearing person to call the 

DHHDB customer through the IP-Relay. In addition, when an operator and DHHDB customers 

got disconnected with each other, there is no way for an operator to call the DHHDB back and 

re-connect again through IP-Relay. It shows that the features on accessibility needs on IP-Relay 

services are missing from standpoint.  

 

We would like to recommend development of an IP-Relay app that meets all Web Content 

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 standards, to the highest level; AAA is recommended. 

There must be an ability to customize the screen for the IP-Relay customer’s visual needs. 

Where is the ability to change the IP-Relay screens to black and the colour of the text to either 

white or yellow for Deaf-Blind and to make it boldface type?   And there is no current ability to 

do so. 

 

This will ensure that the app can function on multiple devices, and is accessible while the 

DHHDB individuals are outside their homes. This would overcome many of the issues outlined 

above. 
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This app must be designed with feedback of DeafBlind Canadians to ensure it is accessible for 

this group, as some other mobile relay solutions like CanVRS currently remain inaccessible at 

all hours. 

 

Improvements are needed to this service, which many DHHDB Canadians utilize and 

appreciate. 

 

Q3: Q3: What has been your experience contacting other businesses (e.g. banks, utility 

companies, insurance companies, TSPs, lawyers, and doctors), government agencies, 

and other organizations through MRS? 

 

Insofar the collective experience from our group in this intervention has been primarily with third 

party issues. DHHDB experience has been where the other side of the call, the hearing person 

that the DHHDB is calling, gives a defensive or affronted response whereas they refuse to 

continue with the conversation, for privacy reasons, and the inability to verify the caller’s identity, 

for example, banks or the CRA (Canada Revenue Agency) and that hinders the ability to do 

what DHHDB’s socio-economic responsibility is as a Canadian. The process is not one where it 

fosters independence and self-confidence of the DHHDB Canadian. 

 

Additionally, the experience has been where there is less faith or confidence in the text-based 

relay operator because there is lack of a clear code of ethics where confidentiality is to the 

utmost importance of the operators. So DHHDB may be overly cautious with the type of calls 

and types of information divulged over the text based relay service in this regard.  

 

With sign language interpreters, such as video interpreters with the video relay services, 

DHHDB are aware that the interpreters have to go through stringent training and have specific 

requirements and fluency to become video interpreters. There is no knowledge or reassurance 

that text based relay operators have the same or equal code of ethics and standards.  

 

One of our contributors’ experience with MRS (TTY only) has been mostly positive whenever he 

calls government agencies, doctor, bank or other organizations because the TTY relay operator 

would explain itself to any unfamiliar person who was hesitant to receive my TTY call at first. 

Despite his mostly positive experience, (for someone who has proficient English skill, he still 

found himself constraining to only important necessary calls. This was because he was forced 

to use the TTY because he had no other means of contacting someone. Using the TTY was a 

matter of necessity not as a tool for social interactions. If you understand how a TTY works then 

the frequency of long pauses in a TTY call to a hearing person can put more stress on the relay 

operator and DHHDB caller to “rush” to type and translate to get important points across to the 

hearing person. In some cases they would hang up because they run out of patience because 

some people don’t want to wait unless they were regulated to remain on the call. 

 

Q4. Q8: Are improvements needed to make MRS easier to use or more useful? 

What aspects, if any, of MRS should be improved? 
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Many of our suggestions are in the responses to the other questions before this question and 

afterwards but here is a short-list: 

 

1) Adaptability & Accessibility 

2) Customization for Accessibility purposes 

3) Cross-platform and operating system compatibility 

4) Internet based apps options available 

5) Clear one-stop place or mechanism for input, feedback and complaints that is accessible 

even for ASL and LSQ consumers. 

6) Enhanced features such as hearing people can call back to DHHDB who are IP-Relay 

consumers, these consumers can give a phone number and be reached at that ten-digit 

number. This is especially important when it comes to such situations as when there is a 

disconnect in the internet connection, MRS operators need the ability reconnect back to 

the MRS consumer while the hearing caller remains online as a form of functional 

equivalency.  Thus, IP Relay needs to be enhanced also with a call-back feature. 

Perhaps text numbers can be configured to be auto responded by IP-Relay text based 

operators such as the configuration like the CanVRS 10 digit numbers for example. 

7) Alert systems and message recording systems (hearing people can leave messages for 

DHHDB consumers.  

8) No additional costs, removal of the requirement for a landline or other number to utilize 

TTY or IP-Relay, and people can access the IP based text relay services anytime and 

anywhere, especially outside the hours of the current VRS. 

 

Q5. Q9: What regulatory measures would be appropriate for improving the quality 

of MRS? For example, would quality of service standards be an appropriate 

regulatory measure? If so, propose appropriate standards. Refer to Appendix 1 

for standards that exist in the United States. 

This group does not have the full knowledge of quality of service standards but we can suggest 

and agree, from the consumer viewpoint, that there are quality of service standards set that 

must be adhered to for the operations of such MRS systems. Such as operators must: 

1) high proficiency to type fast, 80-90 WPM  

2) strong English language fluency for the operators, clear pronunciation without foreign accents 

that frequently create difficulty for communication on the hearing person end of the call. For 

example, “produce” (fruits and vegetables) is sometimes pronounced differently in Canada than 

the english speaking countries 

3) knowledge of the local, provincial and Canadian geography - towns, cities, and provinces 

4) an understanding of Deaf culture  
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5) code of ethics and standards for confidentiality of information (and clear policies for DHHDB 

consumers needs to be made available for consumers to access for reassurance) 

6) professionalism is expected of all operators. Keeping background noise to a minimum and 

not gossiping or talking about the calls while calls are in progress. 

7) Provide fluent bilingual in spoken and written English and French; however; and it appears 

the standards by which this fluency is measured are considerably lower than they should be. 

Over the years we have been made aware by both hearing and DHHDB customers that their 

biggest complaint about operators is their lack of fluency in English. They are mostly 

francophones first, they write English poorly to the DHHDB callers and they speak English with 

extremely heavy accents to the hearing callers. Other than the above points, we can agree with 

the recommendations in the American system. 

Additionally, with regards to the relay service provisions the following requirements must be 

adhered to: 

1) Compatibility for the MRS platform over cross operating systems, platforms, and 

devices, not only computers, with internet browsers, but also smartphones and devices 

2) High accessibility standards with personal configuration options for background and text 

colour as well as text typeface(font) 

3) Required ability for seamless and responsive back and forth interactive communication 

with auto-adjustments or layouts available based on screen size and resolution.  

4) Mandatory alpha and beta testing and consultation processes including all consumer 

groups: Deaf, Hard of hearing, Deaf-Blind, late deafened, severely hard of hearing and 

speech impaired customers.  

 

Q6. Q10: How should the Commission monitor compliance with any new regulatory 

measures? For example, should TSPs report to the Commission on a regular basis? If 

so, how often? 

A suggestion is for one administrator to oversee and administrate a text based relay system that 

reports not only to the CRTC with a publicly-accessible reporting system.  

It is our three organizations’ view that quarterly reporting is required to maintain compliance. 

There should be a release of a yearly statistical report for public reference.  

Posting statistical and numerical reports, and this should not be limited to just financial and 

thereby confidential #### redacted reports. These confidential ### reports are useless to the 

general population.   

Instead, keep usage stats separate from financial statistics so there is not just  

1) company standard reporting from Telecom Service Providers 

but also  
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2) consumer usage statistical reports accessible for those with great interest by the DHHDB 

Canadians.   

There is a great benefit for research purposes and reference points by having these kinds of 

statistics available to the general population for marketing and consumer studies, for product 

development opportunities. 

There must be an assurance of ongoing quality of service measures implemented because to-

date, it is our view that there has been lack of feedback and input with proactive solutions.  

We see a lack of serious consideration or actions toward the upgrading and fixing accessibility 

features and issues, such as providing customizable background colours, and creating user 

apps that are more convenient and user-friendly. 

There needs to be records kept of the incoming complaints and feedback, and ongoing 

customer satisfaction surveys to understand the current issues. Accountability and tracking 

using CRM systems such as may be used by the CCTS may be a consideration.  The 

availability of a 100% accessible feedback and complaints mechanism must be implemented 

which includes direct video customer service in ASL and LSQ. 

 

Q7. Q11: Should all WSPs in Canada be required to provide MRS? Explain why or why 

not. 

 

Yes, Wireless Service Providers (WSPs) should be required to provide MRS, or rather, it is our 

view that the reality is that there are just way too many companies in general, may they be 

telecommunications, internet or wireless service providers (TSP, ISP, or WSP) providing text 

based relay services (MRS). It is our consideration that this must be quite expensive to have too 

many companies providing the same thing and no comparative or competitive differences 

between them that perhaps it should be taken into consideration to have have all of these 

services amalgamated into one or two national 24-hour service providers (one in West, one in 

East) with core funding provided by all the telecom service providers. It is also our view that 

DHHDB consumers’ perspectives are not being integrated into the implementation, 

enhancement and quality of service of such text based services, that perhaps an administrative 

body overseeing the MRS with representatives coming from the DHHDB community on the 

board to provide consistent consumer perspectives in advisory and consultative roles, would be 

a better use of such budgets and less overhead costs by multiple providers. 

 

Additionally, it must be noted that our group has a strong concern to keep MRS within the 

borders of Canada for privacy and confidentiality purposes. We are not keen to have our 

information being held by other countries. Therefore, outsourcing MRS is a major “no-no” from 

our collective group’s perspective. 

 

Q8. Q15: How did you become aware of TTY relay service? 
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Numerous individuals in this intervention had various responses to this question and their initials 

are at the end of their quotes:  

 

“I was young when a deaf person brought their TTY to instruct me and my classmates and 

brought along relay service resources and handouts to us in my hearing school where I was 

mainstreamed. One excellent role model brought the information to share to us what services 

were available for telecommunications for deaf / hard of hearing in or out of town (Vancouver).” 

(NR) 

 

“I first learned about TTY when I was in elementary school through my “deaf class”. I was 

mainstreamed with ASL interpreter but I had one period every day with the “deaf class” to work 

more on my English and learn from older deaf kids. I was given a free TTY in middle school as I 

was the only deaf kid in my grade. There was another deaf girl 2 grades under me so when I 

left, she used it. The sad thing was that I didn’t have a TTY at home because it was too 

expensive so I couldn’t talk to any of my family members or relatives when I was younger.” 

(MJ) 

 

“TELUS informed its phone customers about the TTY relay back in the 1980’s and it was my 

parents that went to the Island Deaf and Hard of Hearing Centre (IDHHC - formerly named the 

Vancouver Island’s branch of the Western Institute of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing (WIDHH) to 

get the actual TTY device.” (LAK) 

 

“I didn’t know anything about TTY devices until I was a student attending Gallaudet University 

during the 1980’s. TTY devices, TTY Payphones and booths as well as TTY was everywhere 

including TTY on the computer” (JB) 

 

“I learned about TTY Relay Service from my Deaf dormitory counsellors at my alma mater 

school for the Deaf as they explained to me along with other students about the service in 

details. I remember I made my first TTY relay service call to my mother and then she wrote a 

letter to tell me she hated the relay services next day. In addition, she prefered us to do 

conversations between her TTY and school TTY machine; therefore, we chatted through this 

kind of communication mode afterwards.” (DH) 

 

“I learned about TTY Relay Services when I was in Grade 5 during my class where I was taught 

on how to make TTY relay services to my mother. I remember that my mother at first was 

confused about the TTY relay services because of the pace of conversation was not really in 

order. It ended up that she would like to use TTY to TTY machine so that I did communicated 

with her.” (FF) 

 

Q9.Q16: How did you become aware of IP Relay Service? 

 

Furthermore, numerous individuals in this intervention had various responses to this question 

and their initials are at the end of their quotes: 
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“I learned from my friend who is using IP relay service on their laptop/computer. I never try to 

use IP relay service myself.” (NR) 

 

“I became aware of IP-Relay when I entered university however I have no experience with it. 

Not enough marketing perhaps? Lack of interest? No idea what advantages IP-Relay has over 

TTY?” (MJ) 

 

“I learned about IP-Relay in the early days of when I joined the BC Video Relay Services 

Committee (BCVRS) back when Rogers was providing it in the form of instant messaging using 

Yahoo IM. We even produced a video to create awareness about IP-Relay in an ASL video here 

- https://youtu.be/OJ869635C3E” I did not become an active IP-Relay user until I worked for the 

provincial government and wanted to make my desktop less cluttered with more of a reliance on 

using the computer for my communications.” (LAK) 

 

“I used IP Relay services frequently when I was in the United States, and in Canada, I 

eventually learned about it when Bell announced its new IP Relay service through my 

membership of the Ontario Association of the Deaf (OAD).” (JB) 

 

“I became aware of the IP Relay service when several of my friends told me about the service. 

When I tried it for the first time, I did not like the service at all, I personally decided to stick with 

the TTY relay service only, and onwards until the Video Relay Services (VRS) came to Canada 

last September.” (DH)  

 

Q10. Q17: Is there sufficient awareness and promotion of MRS among (i) the community 

of Canadians with a hearing or speech disability; (ii) the greater Canadian population, 

and (iii) businesses or agencies that may receive calls from a relay operator? 

There are not enough awareness and promotion of MRS from our DHHDB community through 

businesses and agencies that may receive calls from a relay operator because there are some 

third-party call issues from government services or banking services or any agencies who are 

reluctant with the third-party calls. It requires more educational awareness towards to 

government services, businesses and agencies about MRS which can be explained in the next 

answer on Q18.   

There needs to be a greater and wider distribution of public service announcements and 

promotions of the existence of such relay services in Canada. 

Q11. Q18: If there is not sufficient awareness or promotion, what measures should 

be taken to improve it, and who should be responsible for taking such measures? 

The response to this is three-prong: 

1) The CRTC should be responsible to establish the standard of MRS services then all 

WSPs will be required to follow the proposed regulatory measures or else they will face 

consequences from CRTC. The reason is that CRTC should be responsible for 

https://youtu.be/OJ869635C3E
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establishing the quality standard of MRS is because there is a high percentage of people 

that works in high administration positions for any WSPs are not aware of the barrier 

issues with technology that is facing DHHDB consumers. 

 

2) CRTC, and several departments need to establish an Accessibility Office that can 

oversee and address accessibility issues of the text based relay services that do not 

meet current standards. It is this Accessibility Office that could on the responsibility of 

ensuring promotions and awareness with mass-distribution with electronic 

communication to all the major and national organizations in Canada, and then these 

groups can then distribute to their membership. For example, the DWCC and CAD-ASC 

have 265 organizational and individual subscribers to distribute and send awareness 

and promotional information regarding text based relay systems. 

 

3) One national administrator oversees the text based relay systems for both TTY and IP 

Relay. This would beneficial so that all the information is held in one place, on their 

website as a one-stop place for information and resources.  

There is a general lack of advertising and promotions to those who are hard of hearing and do 

not sign. Those that are severely hard of hearing or became deaf later in life, would make the 

most of MRS services than those who use sign language as their first language.  Sign language 

users would gravitate more toward to the new VRS. 

It is especially important that Deaf, Hard of hearing, Deaf-Blind, severely hard of hearing, late 

deafened and speech disabled Canadians deserve to know that they can be independent and 

not have to depend on others to make calls for them. They need to know that there is a medium 

to make phone calls without relying on other people as they probably have done so all their lives 

without knowing that such mediums exist. Promotions need to be increased so these groups are 

made aware of additional telecommunications made available to them.  Such ideas are: 

1) One-stop website with all the links to available IP-Relay and MRS informations.  This 

kind of website can be made available with one administrator or an Accessibility office, 

that is where the benefit of such organizations comes in.  

2) Mass-distribution to all the audio-verbal associations, organizations and service 

providers across the country as well as through the Canadian Hard of Hearing 

Association (CHHA) so that members, clients, or customers of these agencies or 

organizations are aware of their option to have independent phone calls. 

 

Final note; Our groups have a big concern and find it disturbing that there is an industry trend 

and standard of able-bodied management and staffing levels with a general lack of 

representation of people of varied accessibility groups overseeing telecommunication service 

provisions’ accessibility departments for people of these same accessibility groups. The current 

hiring and employment practices needs to be mandated and expanded to include the 

employment of people who are consumers and utilize the services themselves. The DHHDB, 

late deafened, severely hard of hearing, or speech impaired Canadians can only know about the 

service provisions and the lack of measures or accessibility best because they are the 
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consumers and users of the very service. They would the best decision-makers, and 

implementations of measures to ensure accountability and accessibility to the fullest potential.   

So many of these varied people are skilled hard workers but yet are not being hired. Hire them!  

 

Q12. Q21: Do you ever use IP-based services (e.g. VRS, Skype, FaceTime, or Messenger) 

or texting in place of making telephone calls through TTY or IP relay services? 

The response to this question is quite varied and very individualized.  Yes, there is usage of 

various IP-based platform services depending on the situation.  

Such examples are: 

1) If it is required to obtain reference numbers or have information critical to a negotiation 

or final sale of a product or service, these consumers tend to lean toward IP Relay 

based relay communications. The rationale is you can print off the transcript of the 

conversation instead of scrambling to write the information down. 

 

2) For quick calls, sign language ASL or LSQ callers tend to call through VRS to get a 

quick answer, as it takes less time to sign something than to type something. For 

example, I used VRS to call my parents to help me remember when I first got a TTY and 

used TTY Relay. I got that answer in less than 5 minutes! 

3) Phone-tree type of calls when need to transfer to different departments and a lot of wait 

time in between, tend to lean toward text based relay systems such as IP Relay, and 

avoid VRS calls since consumers do not like staring at the video interpreter while waiting 

for an agent to come online to assist.  

4) For complex calls requiring more detailed communications, sign language consumers 

may turn to VRS for ease of communication and less likely misunderstandings. 

 

5) For video conferencing among multiple sign language consumers, tendency to utilize 

Skype. 

 

6) For group messaging to make plans or coordinate things, Messenger type of apps are 

best.  

 

7) For video messaging, the Glide app is widely used by sign language users where short 

5-minute sign language messages can be sent back and forth between  

 

8) For face to face Deaf to Deaf communication either Facetime or CanVRS app direct 

calling is used. 

 

Q13. Q22: Are there circumstances in which you prefer to use or must use TTY or IP relay 

services to make telephone calls?  
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The circumstances for using TTY or IP-Relay through MRS is Text with 911 that usually for 

those customers who do not use their Sign languages (ASL and LSQ) through VRS.  

Some use TTY for emergency only, on weekends, and during the hours that the VRS is not 

operational/closed.  

 

When in negotiation, for example, regarding wireless plans or will need a reference number, 

some consumers tend to use IP-Relay because of the ability to print off the conversation for 

proof and reference if there is a need to return to the store or service provider and discuss it 

further.  Some also may wish and prefer to use IP-Relay to call the police to report something 

and get a confirmation or reference number. 

Prefer to use IP-Relay during the hours that VRS is closed.  

Tendency to use text based relay services (MRS) when there are cumbersome phone-tree 

systems to avoid staring at video interpreters in extended wait times. 

When there is low wireless coverage and connection, the preference would be the ability to 

connect to a text based relay services alternatively. However, there is a big disadvantage 

especially when IP Relay is not accessible on mobile platforms such as smartphones and 

tablets. There needs to be an ability to access these services “anytime, anywhere and 

independently.” (Kelby Brick quote). 

Q14. Q23: How do you think the growth of wireless services and IP-based services will 

affect your future use of TTY or IP relay services to make telephone calls? Recently, the 

FCC announced that it would continue to explore the appropriateness of using RTT as an 

alternative to TTY technology in an IP-based wireline voice environment. 

Our views is that we support new technologies and apps such as RTT, IP-Relay App and the 

Apple iOS TTY feature**, as long that all of these are accessible and compatible for those 

consumers with additional accessibilities, ie. Deaf-Blind and braille users. These new 

technologies must have the ability for brailler connectivity as the one main reason why Deaf-

Blind continue to use TTY devices and utilize TTY relay services is singularly because of the 

ability to connect to a braille device. Additionally, the ability to customize the accessibility of 

features within the internet interface must be paramount to meet the range of their visual needs 

and abilities. There must be an ability for individual customization for accessibility purposes, the 

ability to change background colour, font colour and font size.  

Additionally, these technologies must be made in smartphone or tablet app form for ease of use 

while on the go. It cannot have limitations with the use of relay systems while on smartphone 

and tablet especially when it comes to emergencies.  

Currently the Apple iOS TTY feature is only available to US customers and not currently made 

available to Canadians. Our groups do wonder why this is not enabled to be used in Canada. 

We ask that the CRTC explore this possibility to require that the Canadian telecoms enable this 

feature to be available in Canada with iPhone users. This will allow new technologies to be 

explored.  
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**For further information about the Apple iPhone TTY feature, see this link, and you can 

alternatively see the clear screen images of the iOs feature in Appendix C.  

We understand that and applaud that RTT is backward compatible with TTY. We should move 

forward with a RTT ecosystem that is inclusive of all MRS services including IP-Relay.  

We understand that RTT is described as follows in short: 

● Keeps the desirable features of TTY/IP Relay, yet  

● allows for simultaneous two-way voice and text (not alternating) 

● permits simultaneous voice (VCO) features 

● offers expanded character sets and languages 

● robust and efficient performance on new network technologies  

● new voice services and devices are not limited by TTY compatibility issues 

● Meets disability access needs and: 

● does not require additional equipment/cost 

 

We would support the trialing of RTT technology in Canada after that stage has passed in the 

States in December 2017. The same industrial people involved with RTT in the States can 

provide support to the Canadian counterparts for optimal resource utilizations. 

We support the phasing-out of TTY as long as the physical devices have acceptable equivalent 

accessible features for the Deaf-Blind and are user-friendly for an aging consumer group.  It 

needs to not be complex for the less technically inclined consumers in the senior citizen 

consumer pool.    

Q15. Q26: When should the Commission conduct its next review of the MRS regulatory 

framework? 

First things first, reasonable accessibility enhancements need to be implemented to existing 

MRS systems and interfaces. Full consideration of all recommendations and upgrades to IP-

based platforms and app development must be underway for the IP-based text relay systems 

must take place.  This includes the RTT technologies.  

Once these are done with the consultation, alpha and beta testing, with and by trialed groups of 

DHHDB consumers, we recommend the next review be within three years to ensure there is 

inclusivity, accountability, quality of service, and compliance monitoring.  

Q16. Q27: Does it remain appropriate that the above-noted providers (i.e. LECs, resellers 

of local exchange services, and VoIP providers) continue to be required to offer MRS to 

their customers? If not, explain why and propose a more appropriate regulatory 

requirement. 

Canada needs to ensure that non-signing DHHDB Canadians have an equitable means for 

telecommunications as a mandated regulatory measure. There has to be telecommunications 

available at least 24 hours as a functional equivalent communication requirement for all DHHDB 

consumers may they be Sign language users or not. If the sign language equivalent of relay 

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT207033
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services is not available 24 hours, then alternatively fully accessible options of text based 

telecommunications must be provided. Until sign language relay 24/7 is available,  

 

Q17. Q28: Does it remain appropriate that retail MRS may be provided through a third-

party service provider? If not, explain why and propose a more appropriate regulatory 

requirement. 

We have responded to the like of this question elsewhere in this intervention but here is a short-

list: 

The current system in place appears to be quite fragmented and scattered with so many TSP, 

may they be ISP or WSP, companies taking on both forms of text-based relay services, all 

providing the same thing, and should instead, be pooled together to conserve resources and 

funding (overhead costs by multiple providers which may be considered a waste of resources) 

thus the suggestion is to instead be: 

- amalgamated into a national 24-hour service provider 

- one contributory core funding and administrative oversight of  

- DHHDB consumer input taken into serious consideration  

- this consumer pool must be included in advisory and consultative roles and there is 

considerable effort of employment of people from these accessibility groups employed 

within such relay management systems 

- if VRS model is considered, then representatives coming from the DHHDB community 

on the board to provide consistent consumer perspectives 

- clear one-stop place or mechanism for input, feedback and complaints that is accessible 

even for ASL and LSQ consumers. 

 

It is also our view that DHHDB consumers’ perspectives are not being integrated into the 

implementation, enhancement and quality of service of such text based services, thus trials and 

testing in alpha and beta stages needs to be mandated to be implemented using consumers 

from this pool to obtain direct feedback and input into such telecommunication systems. 

 

Additionally, it must be noted that our group has a strong concern to keep MRS within the 

borders of Canada for privacy and confidentiality purposes. We are not keen to have our 

information being held by other countries. Therefore, outsourcing MRS is a major “no-no” from 

our collective group’s perspective. 

 

Q18. Q31: Considering the surpluses and the fact that tariffed retail rates for MRS have 

been frozen, do these rates remain appropriate? 

Any surpluses should be used and re-invested to allow for improvements including Research 

and Development opportunities for anyone who may be interested. 

Equal opportunity shall be given to such small Deaf-owned businesses and enterprises the 

opportunity to develop the telecommunications possibilities for their own consumer pool.  
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Q19. Q32: Should ILECs’ provision of retail MRS continue to be funded through tariffed 

rates? If not, would the VRS funding model be appropriate? 

 

Yes. It is our view that there should be an overhaul to the current model.  

The pooled-in VRS funding model would be appropriate as from the consumer viewpoint, 

primarily because DHHDB customers have been largely ignored when they complain and 

suggest improvements to the system.  The current system is not working as there is no one 

place to file complaints that is directly accessible by the consumer. 

As a collective group, we observe there are too many TTY and IP Relay companies and there is 

no just one place to make complaints or request improvements to for example the IP-Relay 

platform.  

Everything under one administrator would be beneficial and more streamlined.  With such ONE 

administrator body, to have at least three members from the following identified groups: 

 

- Deaf 

- Hard of hearing 

- DeafBlind 

- Late deafened 

- Speech disabled  

would give the appropriate background and perspective and keep the board accountable to 

feedback and input from consumers. 

Direct customer services need to be made available for MRS system feedback and input and 

must be made available in sign language just as Ives platform provides customer service for the 

SRV Canada VRS.  Direct customer support service must be made available not just for the 

speech disabled, hard of hearing but also for the sign language users. Direct video customer 

services must be made available.  

Online chat support is not always accessible for those who are DeafBlind, as things are easily 

lost track, for who, what, where and it is not easily available to copy and paste information for 

reference.  

The platforms need to be modern and adaptable to current technology and across multiple user 

interfaces, computer, internet browser, operating systems on smartphones and tablets.  

Q20.Q33: Provide your views as to whether the Commission, in addition to collecting 

contributions from wireline subscribers, should also require contributions to be 

collected from wireless subscribers. 

Contributions need to come from all telecommunication service providers, may they be either 

internet or wireless service providers. It is the social and corporate responsibility of 
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telecommunication service providers as a whole to ensure that telecommunications is provided 

for all accessibility groups, even the non-sign language consumers. 

Inclusive (all service providers) contributions benefit everyone across all telecommunication 

service platforms. 

Q21.Q34: Should the Commission require Internet service providers to fund MRS? 

All telecommunication service providers need to be accountable for the provisions of relay 

services including internet and wireless service providers. 

Communication in this 21st century is primarily through the medium of the internet these days, 

why should the Commission keep MRS and internet or wireless providers separate. There is 

serious lack of interoperability between WSPs and in many cases lack of accessibility for 

DHHDB consumers. 

However, there needs to be more streamlining taking place and perhaps a one administrator 

overseeing the funding and administration of such text based relay service. This would allow for 

cost-cutting of overhead costs and so forth.  

Conclusion: 

Our survey should yield further responses from a greater number of DHHDB TTY and IP Relay 

consumers.  We collectively look forward to submitting these results before the final deadline of 

this proceeding.  
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APPENDIX A  

 

Wireless Survey Questions Related to TTY or IP-Relay & Summary Analysis of 

Responses 

 

Analysis 

Several tools within Excel spreadsheets were used to analyze the survey data in this order:  

demographics, landline & TTY usage, wireless devices, video communications, and wireless 

services.  The SurveyMonkey website allowed the storing of data which was imported to the 

Excel format for analytical purposes.  The committee has left the raw data including inconclusive 

results within the SurveyMonkey site; the data was cleaned up to eliminate “No” responses 

(from Question 1) and inconclusive data in the Excel spreadsheet. 

 

Landline & TTY 

● 53% of the respondents still have landlines at home, so they can continue to make 

phone calls using their Teletypewriters (TTY1) and being able to dial 911 for emergency 

services. 

 

● 71% of the respondents who still have landlines have noticed their use of TTY had 

declined in the last 5 years. 

 

● 84% of the respondents are planning to cancel their landline services in favour of 

wireless technology in the next 3 years. 

Landline & TTY 

We wanted to examine the correlation between the TTY (Teletypewriter) device usage and 

wireless usage.  Questions 2 to 5 were designed to learn more in this area; for those who 

responded “No” went directly to Question 6.   The digital technology has evolved since 1990’s; 

the consumership for wireless technology and smartphones have increased dramatically.  The 

CRTC Communications Monitoring Report, published in October 2015, indicated in its Executive 

Summary in the last bullet of page 1:  

 

                                                 
1 TTY stands for Teletypewriter, which is also known as Telecommunication Device for the Deaf (TDD). It 

is a special device that lets people who are deaf, hard of hearing, or speech-impaired use the telephone 
to communicate, by allowing them to type text messages. A TTY is required at both ends of the 
conversation in order to communicate. 

http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/PolicyMonitoring/2015/cmr.pdf
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“New technologies are shaping how Canadians are communicating 

 

● For the first time, more Canadians households subscribed exclusively to 

mobile wireless services (20.4%) than to wireline (i.e., landline) telephone 

services (14.4%). More Canadian households also reported subscribing to mobile 

phones (84.9%) than landline telephones (78.9%).”  

 

However, costs have increased for the landlines and wireless technology.  ASL and LSQ users 

are looking for options to keep their telecommunication costs in an affordable range.   

 

53% of the 896 respondents still have landlines in their households (Question 2).  They are 

keeping landlines because TTYs are still in use for the purpose of contacting, through the relay 

services: the hearing people, public service, businesses, and emergency services (911).  Here 

are three examples of respondents’ comments on why they must keep their TTYs: 

 

“I pay a lot for a landline that I use 2 or 3 times a month. I can't get rid of it because 

some people still need to call me via TTY, or I call Relay Services to contact people.” 

(Respondent #4360970455)  

 

“I do have a landline at home and rarely...use it because of so many hearing people are 

not aware about the relay service operator or dislike to chat on 3rd party thru the 

operator.  I am still paying bundle bill under Bell Aliant.”  (Respondent # 4305578772)  

 

“It is unfair that we must use tty from a landline. Tty is needed to make business calls 

that do not support email or text contact. I am paying for landline to use tty 0-3 times a 

month.”(Respondent # 4306460417) 

 

The solution would be adding more options to the existing relay services system in Canada 

such as: instant messaging relay services, and any other “live internet connection” options, 

which would include applications on smartphones.  Sprint Relay, an American company, does 

provide IP-relay services on mobiles or smartphones.   

 

 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mA7mjTYGpuhTSHlN2cCbIADGekUd1M2Gbgp93oOZFAg/edit#heading=h.t3h9uouqwv03
http://www.sprintrelay.com/services/sprint-mobile-ip-app
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This would eliminate the need for a landline in order to use TTY.  As well, cost-savings would be 

significant for Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and Deaf-Blind consumers.   Australia has an Australian 

Government Initiative, the National Relay Services, that provide several relay service options 

including:  internet relay, captioned relay, and video relay.  Even though TTYs still exist in 

Australia, a device with a live internet connection is a viable option for the aforementioned relay 

services, which also allow for applications on smartphones.  The difference between Australia 

and Canada is how the relay services are managed: 

 

a. Australian services are centralized and a public service to the Auslan Community 

(Auslan means the Deaf Community using Australian Sign Language in Australia) 

 

b. Most of Canadian services are decentralized. Major TSPs take upon the responsibility 

for relay (TTY) and ip relay service centres.   

 

IP Relay Services are available for the ASL and LSQ users in Canada; however, the 

requirement in order to use the service, the ASL/LSQ user must have a current telephone 

number with a Telecommunications Services Provider (TSP) in order to have the IP-Relay 

Services is the major issue.  For an example, this respondent has to continue the use of landline 

in order to have IP-relay service: 

 

“Wireless Mobile should have access to IP-Relay without need for a landline. I had to 

pay landline so I can use IP-Relay. It is a waste of money. The telephone company have 

technology to cover the 911 concerns without landline but they refuse to do that.” 

(Respondent #43045948) 

 

Having connections to emergency services (911) is crucial for any ASL or LSQ user to feel safe 

and protected in Canada.  As aforementioned, several ASL and LSQ users are still retaining 

their TTYs in order to access to 911 emergency services.  In 2015 and early 2016, T911 (known 

as Text with 911) has become available for ASL and LSQ users; however, challenges include 

the need to have a wireless data plan with voice credits as well as how the information are 

shared among the Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and Deaf-Blind consumers.  T911 and related topics 

will be discussed further under the Wireless Services section. 

 

In the next three years 84% of respondents (Question 3), who still have a landline, are either 

going to cancel or consider the cancellation of the landline use in favour of the wireless 

technology (and live internet connection).  16% of respondents have no intention doing so. 

 

While TTY remains an option for ASL and LSQ users (Question 4), 92% of the respondents 

confirmed that their TTY usages have remained the same (21%) or declined (71%) in the last 

five years (Question 5).  2% of the respondents have indicated their TTY usage have increased 

in the same period.  The remaining 6% of respondents did not know or were unsure of their 

measured usage.   Their anticipation is making adjustments to their telecommunications 

subscription in order to receive VRS when it becomes available.  This respondent is very much 

http://relayservice.gov.au/making-a-call/internet-relay/
http://relayservice.gov.au/making-a-call/captioned-relay/
http://relayservice.gov.au/making-a-call/captioned-relay/
http://relayservice.gov.au/making-a-call/video-relay/
http://relayservice.gov.au/making-a-call/video-relay/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mA7mjTYGpuhTSHlN2cCbIADGekUd1M2Gbgp93oOZFAg/edit#heading=h.4g5bsgshs90c
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mA7mjTYGpuhTSHlN2cCbIADGekUd1M2Gbgp93oOZFAg/edit#heading=h.gz32qrhpwn7s
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mA7mjTYGpuhTSHlN2cCbIADGekUd1M2Gbgp93oOZFAg/edit#heading=h.2j5qqhhslwvb
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aware of the costs of living and wants to look for ways to keep costs in an affordable range 

while having a telecommunication accessibility, particularly “Video phoning” or VRS: 

 

“I often plan not to use my data plan as I do not want to have to pay more that I already 

do. The cost is already outrageous. We continue to pay for a landline, cell phone, 

internet, and television...it averages out to approx. $300/m just to have communication. 

The phone, internet, and TV come in a package, but I still find it mighty expensive to 

have to pay. If I do not have one of the 3 items in a package, then I will end up having to 

pay more, just because it is not part of the package. TTY's are becoming extinct...Video 

phoning is becoming more and more popular, and I find that the Deaf community is 

extremely limited as far as gaining access to communicating with professionals, ie. 

doctors... without the use of proper equipment that will provide access. Thank you for 

your attention to this matter. “ (Respondent #4317558681)  

 

This is where the options are not 100% available for bundled packages in different areas of 

Canada.  For example, Rogers can offer wireless, internet, cable, and telephone services in 

Ontario, but Rogers cannot provide internet and cable services in western provinces.  Shaw has 

the control for internet, cable, and telephone services in Alberta but not for wireless services 

(which is soon to become available later in 2016).  This is where ASL and LSQ users have to 

make decisions to afford telecommunication packages with one or more TSPs and/or WSPs. 

 

The committee needs to work with CRTC, TSPs, and WSPs to look into ways making the 

telecommunication system efficient and fair, in terms of costs and living standards, for Deaf, 

Hard of Hearing, Deaf-Blind, and late deafened people.  In this instance, the committee has 

learned more about the wireless issues and challenges facing the ASL and LSQ users.  In the 

next section, the consumer patterns will be explored with regards to the purchase of wireless 

devices and the usage of video communications. 

Accessibility 

1. The existing Text with 911 system needs to be overhauled to improve its 

effectiveness and efficiency for all consumers including ASL and LSQ users.  

Even though this report is primarily focused on the Wireless Services, cost savings 

would be paramount for the ASL and LSQ users when their consumer decisions on the 

TTY, Landline (or Wireline), internet based connections and other digital technologies 

are impacted by improvements in the T911 system.  

 

“I cannot believe Canada does not have Captel or any available apps that allows me to make 

phone calls on my iPhone and have what is responded back to me automatically. When I make 

phone calls I have to do so on my TTY with a third party operator which is so archaic. I can't 

make calls to my bank or certain companies because they won't accept personal info thru a 

third party. The U.S. Has had Captel for over ten years now and Canada is extremely behind. 

None of the apps such as Hamilton Captel is available. I'm hard of hearing and work as a Gr.5 

teacher. I can't even make phone calls because it's embarrassing to go through a third party 

operator.  (Respondent # 4222586268)  

http://textwith911.ca/
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“I would like to add IP Relay on this issue  because lots of people are not aware of it. It is a lot 

way better than TTY.     it can be useful only If Deaf or Hard of hearing or Seniors wants to 

communicate with someone in Live if they want to ask some questions.    One thing, bothers me 

a lot that all communications companies such as Rogers, Bell and others have charged all 

customers to pay for using Relay service fees but the Relay service had not been used as much 

at all  because heavy users have been using email or text or video. There are other useful to 

spend fees on the third party involved.  There are a huge impact for the Deaf/Hard of Hearing, 

Deafened and Seniors to use the third party service involved video relay and VCO and HCO.   I 

believe all communication companies should form a partnership to help us to improve our 

access and our life easier and equal standard. I hope it will help us for the better service     I 

would add to add all the communications companies to share and form a company to spend the 

cost of Relay service fees to support Relay service for translator for phone,  VCO and HCO and 

specially for seniors to allow the government to support us better...(Respondent#4306132378) 

 

“Wireless Mobile should have access to IP Relay without need for a landline. I had to pay 

landline so I can use IP Relay. It is a waste of money. The telephone company have technology 

to cover the 911 concerns without landline but they refuse to do that.” 

(Respondent#4305395948) 
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Rede(a)fining Accessible 9-1-1: Saving Lives  

 
Extracted TTY and IP-Relay questions and responses for 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Deaf, Hard of Hearing Issues with Relay Systems - general introduction 

 

In addition, CAD-ASC inserted two questions into our survey, for their use which the 
questionnaire was designed to learn more about DHHDB consumer needs, in relation to the 
current TTY relay services. 
 

Analysis 

 

Survey Monkey allowed the storing of data, which were exported to Excel for analytical 

purposes while raw data including inconclusive results was left within the SurveyMonkey site. 

The data was cleaned up to eliminate “No” responses (from Question 1) and inconclusive data 

in the Excel spreadsheet, to provide 601 solid responses for further analysis.  

 

Several tools within Excel spreadsheets were used to analyze the survey data in this order: 

Wireless Services, Text with 9-1-1 Overview, Text with 9-1-1 Experience, Text with 9-1-1 

Website, IP Relay and TTY Usage and IP-Relay and TTY Usage. 

 
● 53% of respondents no longer own a TTY machine to call 9-1-1 in the conventional 

manner 

 

New Technology 

 

REAL-TIME TEXT (RTT)  

 

Excerpt from a Public Release: “WASHINGTON, December 15, 2016 – The Federal 

Communications Commission today amended its rules to allow phone companies to replace 

support for an outdated form of text telephone communications, known as TTY, with support 

for real-time text, to provide reliable telephone communications for Americans who are deaf, 

hard of hearing, deaf-blind, or who have a speech disability. 

      

As the nation’s communications networks migrate to IP-based environments, real-time text 

technology will allow Americans with disabilities to use the same wireless communications 

devices as their friends, relatives and colleagues, and more seamlessly integrate into 

tomorrow’s communications networks. Under FCC rules, phone companies and 

manufacturers are required to support accessible text communications services, which for 
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years have taken the form of TTY services. Under the new rules, carriers and manufacturers 

will be allowed to use the more advanced and interoperable real-time text technology to meet 

this obligation. 

 

Real-time text allows characters to be sent as they are created without hitting “send.” This 

allows text to be sent at the same time as voice communications, permitting a more 

conversation-friendly service. In addition, by not requiring users to hit “send,” 911 call center 

personnel, for example, will be able to receive even incomplete messages from people in 

need.” (Source: FCC 15 December 2016)  

 

FCC recently approved this new technology geared to replace the TTY since it is in declining or 

has stopped production of these devices. A description of this technology in bullet form: 

 

● Permits wireless service providers and handset manufacturers to support RTT in lieu 

of TTY technology  

● Ensures RTT users will be able to call 911 for emergency services and 711 for relay 

services 

● Defines RTT to be interoperable across networks and devices and backward 

compatible with TTYs; and  

● Establishes a phased rollout of RTT for wireless networks from December 31, 2017 to 

June 2021.  

 

Source: https://www.fcc.gov/real-time-text 

 

“RTT is a step forward for emergency communications. Public safety operators who use IP 

networks would be able to gather crucial information more quickly. Imagine, you’re unable to 

use your phone for voice communications, but could text details about your emergency 

situation to an E911 operator without having to hit the send button. They say seconds count. 

RTT would enable you to communicate during those precious seconds.” (Source: RTT as an 

IP-based solution for accessible communications) 

 

 

Deaf-Blind Survey Analysis, Issues and Recommendations 

 
The interpretation and analysis of this section was completed by: Noella Roberts (British 

Columbia); Michael J. Stewart (New Brunswick); Megan McHugh (Ontario) - Panelist/Presenter 

 

Challenges for Deaf-Blind 

 

Firstly, we highlight the overall challenges for the Deaf-Blind, to give insight before getting into 

specific 9-1-1 issues and accessibility. 

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-342624A1.pdf
https://www.fcc.gov/real-time-text
https://www.fcc.gov/news-events/blog/2016/06/02/real-time-text-ip-based-solution-accessible-communications
https://www.fcc.gov/news-events/blog/2016/06/02/real-time-text-ip-based-solution-accessible-communications
https://www.fcc.gov/news-events/blog/2016/06/02/real-time-text-ip-based-solution-accessible-communications
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  Life Experience 

Deaf-blindness affects an individual’s ability to access information and communicate 

independently. This impacts the ability to make informed decisions that affect all aspects of their 

life. Deaf-blindness also limits educational, employment, social and recreational opportunities. 

Individuals who are severely deaf-blind may find traveling independently to be more difficult, 

potentially limiting their ability to leave their homes on their own. All of these factors may 

contribute to varying levels of isolation, lack of inclusion, vulnerability, dependence, lower 

physical and mental health and lower quality of life. 

 

  Communication Methods 

Individuals who are deaf-blind use a wide range of communication methods, including but not 

limited to, visual sign languages (ASL, LSQ), tactile sign languages (tactile ASL, tactile LSQ, 2 

Hand Manual Alphabet), spoken languages, large print notes, braille, print on palm and using 

electronic devices such as computers, smartphones and tablets for email, text messages, 

video/audio chats and typing notes. The advances in technology have the potential to make a 

life changing difference for individuals who are deaf-blind, allowing for more freedom in 

communication and accessing information. However, the high cost of the technology can put it 

out of reach for individuals who are low income. 

 

  Services Utilized 

Individuals who are deaf-blind may utilize a variety of services, including intervenors. An 

intervenor is a an individual who is professionally trained to act as the eyes and ears of the 

individual who is deaf-blind. Intervenors provide services such as access to information, 

facilitate communication using the individual’s preferred mode of communicating, environmental 

information and sighted guiding. This allows individuals to make informed choices in all aspects 

of their lives, participate in their community, be included in family and social events, enjoy 

opportunities for employment, recreation and to travel safely in their community. Unfortunately, 

the majority of Canadians who are deaf-blind have little or no access to intervenor services due 

to lack of funding. 

 

DeafBlind Issues with Relay Systems  
 

Overview 

Individuals who are deaf-blind have a wide range of hearing and vision loss and use a wide 

range of communication methods, as well as assistive technology and devices. These factors 

impact which forms of relay systems they use. 

 

TTY Relay 

While TTYs are often considered “old technology”, a number of individuals who are deaf-blind 

still use them. Individuals who cannot see well enough to use SRV Canada VRS may continue 

to use TTYs. Since TTYs are available with a large high contrast display or Braille display, they 

can be accessible to lower vision or totally blind individuals.  
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Individuals who have extreme low vision and having difficulty in seeing a TTY screen or who do 

not read Braille are unable to access them. TTYs are also an option for individuals who are hard 

of hearing who do not use sign language. Some seniors who do not use advanced technology 

may prefer to continue utilizing TTYs. Individuals whose first language is ASL or LSQ may 

struggle with text based communication and prefer to utilize SRV Canada VRS if they are able 

to see well enough.  

 

TTY Relay communication is sometimes garbled and connections are sometimes lost. 

Sometimes relay operators type too fast and it can be difficult to follow. TTYs are not as easily 

portable as other methods of relay. Some individuals prefer to use TTY software on the 

computer, giving them the ability to control the text layout, size and colour and background 

colour to create a more low-vision friendly interface. 

 

  IP-Relay 

IP-Relay allows individuals to access text based relay communication using a computer or 

mobile device. Some individuals who are deaf-blind find IP-Relay difficult or impossible to 

access. The fonts in IP-Relay are very small and it can be very difficult to track three chat 

windows on the screen. If an individual who is deaf-blind zooms in on their chat window, they 

lose access to the IP-Relay operator’s chat window, making it challenging to follow the 

conversation. IP-Relay is also extremely difficult or impossible for individuals who use a Braille 

display. 

 

DeafBlind Relay Solutions 

 
Every individual’s needs are different. As such, there needs to be different relay systems in 

order to support varying needs. Some individuals may utilize more than one relay system 

depending on the circumstances. 

 

TTY Relay System 

TTY relay systems need to continue to be supported. Relay operators need to be educated to 

understand that sometimes a user who is deaf-blind will need to ask them to type slower. There 

needs to be continued improvement on TTY machine and software development to ensure that 

individuals who are deaf-blind can continue to use them as they become more severely deaf-

blind. In the event that TTY relay is phased out in the future, there must be a fully accessible 

and usable alternative, such as IP-Relay being made fully accessible and usable. 

 

  IP-Relay System 

IP-Relay needs to be made far more accessible. There needs to be full consultation with IP-

Relay users who are deaf-blind in order to develop a layout that is visually accessible with user 

controlled text size and colours and background colours. IP-Relay must also be made 

accessible to individuals who use Braille displays. In particular, in the event that TTY relay 

support is eventually phased out, IP-Relay must be made fully accessible and usable to 

everyone, including those who are the most severely deaf-blind. 
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Question: Did you keep your TTY to call 9-1-1? 

 

Response Analysis:  This indicates that a total of 21% of respondents have a TTY (and thus, 

pay for landlines) in preparation of an emergency, and to connect with 9-1-1. 26% of 

respondents have kept their TTY for other reasons, while more than half (53%) of respondents 

no longer have functioning TTY’s.  

 

 
 

Question 29: Did you keep your TTY because you want it for accessing 9-1-1 in 

case of emergency? 

 

“I do not have a cell phone.  That's the reason I still use tty with landline phone.” (Respondent 

#5157860956)  

 

“I did call 911 by TTY but no answer in all about 3-4 times still no answer” 

(Respondent#5162769463) 

 

“Video relay service hour are limited so we can use tty for awhile till VRS hour will be nice to 

have twenty four hours so we can eliminate our tty... one thing to ask you if VRS will happen 

shut off or screw up .. how we can use it without service? We might keep our tty in case. Hardly 

to say right now.” (Respondent #5144960502) 

 

 

 

Question 30 : How often do you make TTY to TTY calls? 
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Response Analysis:  A total of 73% of respondents indicates that Deaf individuals never make 

TTY to TTY calls and while more than 21% of respondents have made TTY to TTY calls with 1 

to 5 times per month. 6% of respondents have made TTY to TTY calls more than 5 times per 

month.  

 

 
 

Question 30: How often do you make TTY to TTY calls? 

 

“10 years ago, when had computer-based TTY software. We did call 911 (TTY) 2 times, no 

answer. So we had to use TRS to get 911-ended with 3 teams of first responders= 2 

ambulances and 1 fire truck at our house. Same time, same issue but with MIS !!  Think mobile 

app would be best for 911 calls, can use with smartphone, iPad or computer.” (Respondent 

#5158282712) 

 

 

Question 31: How often do you use the following Relay Services?  
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This shows a significant amount of usage of all three relay methods. More than 41% of 

respondents never use TTY relay services, and this indicates Deaf individuals who uses Video 

Relay Services (VRS) with more than 56% of the respondents. The more frequent VRS user 

numbers demonstrates that Deaf individuals who communicate with Sign languages are 

benefitting from being able to communicate using their first languages. A total of 30% of 

respondents indicates that Deaf people who use TTY Services more than 5 times per months 

while more than 35% of respondents still use IP Relay at 1 to 5 times per months. This shows 

that Canadian Deaf community members appreciate having all options of relay available to 

them.  

 

 “My opinion, TTY would be hard because English is second language and to challenge for 

memory fog or not pay attention. Same as text 911. I hope that VRS will set up for 911 because 

it will help lots from use ASL, primary language that less stress. I hope that VRS will develop 

new 911 for 24/7 in the future.” (Respondent# 5143390131) 

 

"With VRS and T-911, they give me more independence and they are convenience. However I 

have not tried 911 yet but likely someday. With VRS, I do hope in the near future, it will be 24/7. 

Thanks for making it happened to anyone who definitely need it greatly.    I do not enjoy IP relay 

service as it is not very reliable and it takes long time to set up. It is slowly facilitating between 

the speaker and signer. It is annoying to have new passwords every 3 months.    I used to have 

TTY in the past. Once I got the cell phone, I had no longer needed TTY. I do wish to have voice 

package out of my cell phone for the lesser price. It is not fair to charge at the same amount to 

deaf people who do not have same access as the hearing people do.” (Respondent 

#5155816459) 

 

Question 32: CRTC is proposing some changes to 9-1-1 services. What methods do you 
currently prefer to use?  Please check one or more:  
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7% Use TTY 

8% Use IP-Relay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deaf-Blind Only 

Respondents Analysis 

 

An overview of the analysis presents various accessibility needs from low-vision to fully 

DeafBlind. The accessibility concerns raised are: 

 

● Some prefer to keep the TTY which is more accessible 

 

Question 29: Did you keep your TTY because you want it for accessing 9-1-1 in case of 
emergency?      
 
23.3%   Yes, I have TTY to call 9-1-1 
23.3%   No, I kept my TTY for other reasons   
6.7%  No, because I have other ways to call 9-1-1     
46.7%   No, I don't have TTY 
 

A total of 23.3% of respondents have a TTY in preparation of an emergency and to connect with 

9-1-1, while an additional 23.3% of respondents have kept their TTY for other reasons. TTY’s 

are popular because some DeafBlind would use a braille TTY, as well seniors are generally 

comfortable using TTY’s. 46.7% of respondents do not have TTY, and 7% indicated they have 

another way to contact 9-1-1. 

“I once made a TTY call for 911 emergency, but no one typed in response. They 

tried to return my 911 call a few times.  The police however showed up at my home 

a while later.” (Respondent #5154921877) 
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Question 30: How often do you make TTY to TTY calls?   
 
62%  Never 
31%  1 to 5 times per month 
7%  More than 5 times per month 
  
62% of respondents indicates that DeafBlind individuals never make TTY to TTY calls and while 
more than 31% of respondents have made TTY to TTY calls with 1 to 5 times per month.  
 
The trend of people using TTY to communicate with each other will continue to decline. Some of 
the DeafBlind prefer just to keep the TTY for emergencies only. Some DeafBlind like TTYs with 
braille capabilities. It is possible that these numbers could have been different if there had been 
a full representation of respondents who are hard of hearing, who don’t use sign language, and 
those who are more severely DeafBlind. It is clear that DeafBlind prefer having choices to use 
whichever mode of communication.  

“I am deaf-blind, TTY is more accessible for me than many other relay methods. 
VRS is useless to me (and many other DB people) because many of us cannot see 
well enough to use VRS. IP Relay is not low vision or blind accessible for 
everyone. Mobile apps are not always easy to access for low vision and blind 
unless they are created to be accessible. Many people who are deaf-blind use 
TTYs due to being easier to access, some using TTY with braille if they have no or 
very little vision.”  (Respondent #5162870228) 
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Question 31: How often do you use the following Relay Services for any purpose? Users 
selected for each relay service:  
 
Never  
1-5 times per month 
More than 5 times per month 
 

Answer Options Never 
1-5 times per 

month 

More than 5 

times per 

month 

TTY Relay 

Service 
39% 26% 22% 

IP Relay Service 34% 35% 28% 

Video Relay 

Service (VRS) 
27% 39% 50% 

 
As seen from question 30, the trend of declining usage of TTY shows in question 31 as well. 
 
This shows a significant amount of usage of all three relay methods. At one end, 39% never use 
TTY while on other end, 50% of people use VRS more than 5 times a month. IP Relay is in 
between TTY and VRS. 
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Individuals who do not use sign language or cannot see well enough to use visual sign 
language are not able to access VRS. Those who are extremely low vision or totally blind tend 
to have great difficulty or are unable to use IP Relay.  
 
The DeafBlind analyst who uses ASL commented that TTY (or IP-Relay) shows no facial 
expression or and there is a disconnect with the emotional relationship with the caller. The 
numbers for VRS demonstrate that individuals who communicate with sign languages are 
benefitting from being able to communicate using their first languages. There are some current 
accessibility issues for DeafBlind, especially seniors, for VRS although SRV Canada VRS was 
just launched in Fall 2016. DeafBlind members of the community are confident that service will 
continue to improve to service our DeafBlind needs with time. 
 
People who are hard of hearing and not part of the Deaf community were not adequately 
represented in this survey. People who are more severely deaf-blind to the point that their ability 
to access social media and surveys is limited were also not adequately represented. If there had 
been full representation of people who are hard of hearing and those who are more severely 
deaf-blind, the TTY Relay and IP Relay numbers could have been significantly higher. 
 

“VRS is useless to deaf-blind who cannot see signing. (The only DB people who 

can use VRS are those whose vision is still good enough to see sign language - 

many lose their vision as they get older and cannot use VRS anymore) VRS is not 

useful to HOH who do not use sign language.” (Respondent #5162870228) 

 

 
 

 

Question 32: CRTC is proposing some changes to 9-1-1 services. What methods do you 
currently prefer to use?  Please check one or more:  
 

9.1%   Continue to use TTY for 9-1-1   
9.1%   Use IP relay for 9-1-1 
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4.1 Issue: IP-Relay 

 

IP-Relay is a beneficial service, especially for Hard-of-Hearing Canadians who may not use ASL 

or LSQ to utilize SRV Canada VRS but are also unable to hear on the phone. IP-Relay can 

guarantee individuals are not restricted to making phone calls solely from home, via TTY. It is 

vital that this service be kept to ensure contact with 9-1-1 for those that may not want to text, are 

unable to text, or reside in areas where Text with 9-1-1 is not available. 

 

The web browser for IP-Relay does not work successfully with all devices, as indicated by 

survey responses. In an emergency, a respondent wasted time explaining to the IP-Relay 

person that they were unable to push “enter”, which is why they were typing in one long 

sentence. Some users experience no difficulty, while others on various devices cannot use the 

service as intended. 

 

A further issue with IP-Relay is the requirement to connect through an individual’s WSP 

account. For those who have pre-paid/pay-as-you-go plans, this information may be difficult to 

come by, and hinders use of the service. Others who do have the account information still have 

lengthy sign in times.  

 

Improvements are needed to this service, which many DHHDB Canadians utilize and 

appreciate. 
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4.2 Recommendations: 

 

Development of an IP-Relay app that meets all Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 

2.0 standards, to the highest level; AAA is recommended. This will ensure that the app can 

function on multi-devices, and is accessible while the DHHDB individuals are outside their 

homes. This app must be designed with feedback of DeafBlind Canadians to ensure it is 

accessible for this group, as some other mobile relay solutions like CanVRS currently remain 

inaccessible. 

 

In addition to the creation of an app, we believe logging in by utilizing an account number from a 

WSP should not be required. IP-Relay service should be available to all DHHDB Canadians as 

a central service, and not restricted to only those who have current accounts with a WSP. 
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TTY phone booth at the new Calgary airport terminal (Dec 2016) 
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There’s no traditional TTY at this phone booth. If this new technology require deaf 

needing to use the number pad to write out text, it would take far too long to 

communicate in this 

manner. This is not an 

acceptable replacement. 

 

Apple iPhone iOS TTY feature  

Link 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT207033
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT207033
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT207033
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Updated TTY and IP Relay Survey Questions 

for 

TNC 2017-33  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAD-ASC, DWCC & CNSDB TTY Relay and IP Relay Survey 
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Introduction 

  

The Canadian Association of the Deaf-Association des Sourds du Canada (CAD-ASC), Deaf 

Wireless Canada Consultative Committee (DWCC), and the Canadian National Society of 

Deaf-Blind (CNSDB) will be doing another survey. 

  

Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) has issued a 

proceeding on the issues surrounding MRS (Messages Relay Service) which entails the 

services of TTY and IP (Internet Protocol) Relay which are Text based relay services.  Please 

note that this survey will focus on emerging issues that Deaf, Hard of Hearing and Deaf-Blind 

Canadian customers who are experiencing with issues and concerns on Message Relay 

Services that includes TTY and IP Relay. The CapTel services (speech and caption relay) and 

Video Relay Services (VRS) are not part of this proceeding announced by the CRTC. 

To take this survey, you must be: 

1.     An adult (18 years or older) 

2.     A Canadian resident 

3.     Deaf, Hard of Hearing, Deaf-Blind 

4.     A customer of a Canadian telecom company (either phone or wireless service     

company) 

5.     One or more of the following: 

a) landline phone by using TTY 

b) internet broadband via computer or laptop (IP-relay) 

c) use a wireless mobile device, ie. smartphone 

 

There will be no need for the collection of personal data, such as your name or email 

addresses; only your answers to the survey questions will be used. The collected data will be 

used for analysis. Your privacy, confidentiality and trust are important to us. If you have any 

concerns or questions, you may contact Frank Folino, CAD-ASC President at ffolino@cad.ca. 

Upon completion of the survey, there will be a final report with the data made public at the 

CRTC website under the public proceeding CRTC TNC 2017-33 by June 3, 2017. You will 

also be able to find it on the DWCC website: www.deafwireless.ca and the CAD-ASC website: 

www.cad.ca 

We value our Deaf, Hard of Hearing and Deaf-Blind community with their perspectives on 

Message Relay Services (MRS); the survey is important for us to show that change needs to 

be made with a new Telecom Policy Decision from the CRTC.  Come join in the survey to 

push for CHANGE for the benefit of all! The more people that participate, the better the 

results. 

Please help and share the survey with your friends and family! :) THANK YOU! 

http://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2016/2016-116.htm
http://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2016/2016-116.htm
http://www.deafwireless.ca/
http://www.deafwireless.ca/
http://www.cad.ca/
http://www.cad.ca/
http://www.cad.ca/
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Please answer each question, the more complete questions we get from you, the more 

clear accurate information we can give to the CRTC. Thank you. 

We need your agreement to participate in the survey.  Please circle your choices. 

 AGREEMENT: 

1. Do you agree to take the survey? 

A.  Yes 
B.  No 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

2. Are you Deaf, Hard of Hearing, Deaf-Blind or a family member? (Choose one) 

A.    Deaf 
B.    Hard of Hearing 
C.    Late Deafened 
D.    Deaf-Blind 
E.    Hearing family member 

3. What language do you use?  (Choose one) 

A.    ASL and English 

B.    English only 

C.    LSQ and French 

D.    French only 

E.    ASL, English, LSQ and French 

4.  Gender (Choose one) 

A.    Female          
B.    Male 
C.    Other 
D.    I prefer not to provide this information 

5. How old are you?   (Choose one) 

A.      18 to 24 yrs 
B.      25 to 34 yrs 
C.      35 to 44 yrs 
D.      45 to 54 yrs 
E.      55 to 64 yrs 
F.       65 yrs or older 
G.      I prefer not to provide this information 
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6. Which Province or Territory do you live in?  (Choose one) 

A.   British Columbia 
B.   Yukon 
C.   Alberta 
D.   Northwest Territories (NWT) 
E.   Saskatchewan 
F.    Manitoba 
G.   Nunavut 
H.   Ontario 
I.     Quebec 
J.    Newfoundland Labrador 
K.    Nova Scotia 
L.    Prince Edward Island (PEI) 
M.   New Brunswick 

7. Where do you live (village, town, city) - (Choose one) 

A.    City or metropolitan area with 50,000 or more people 
B.    City or town with between 2,500 - 50,000 people 
C.    A village with fewer than 2,500 people (can be rural) 
D.    I am a nomad, moving around, living from one place to another place, with no      
       permanent residence 
E.    I prefer not to provide this information 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 

8. Which wireless carrier do you pay for your wireless services? (Choose one) 

A.    Rogers 

B.    Bell 

C.    Telus 

D.    Koodo 

E.    Fido 

F.     Freedom Mobile 

G.    Vidéotron 

H.    Other company, please specify which wireless company:                

        ________________________________________ 

 

9. Which internet service provider do you pay for your home internet (WiFi or wireline to 

modem) services? (Choose one) 

A.    Shaw 
B.    Telus 
C.    Rogers 
D.    Bell Aliant 
E.    Sasktel 
F.     Vidéotron 
G.    Other company, please specify which internet service provider company:  
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        ________________________________________ 
 

RELAY SERVICES 

10. How often do you use the following Relay Services for any purposes?            

Please select check mark for each service:   

Never OR 1-5 times per month OR More than 5 times per month 

 

 
TTY RELAY 

11. Do you still use your TTY? 

A.  Yes 
    B.  No  
 
 

12. How often do you make TTY to TTY calls? (circle your response – choose one) 
A.  Never 
B.  1-5 times per month 
C.  More than 5 times per month 
 
 

13. When you make TTY to TTY calls, which do you tend to call: 
A.    Deaf, hard of hearing, or deaf-blind 
B.    Government services 
C.    Both A and B 
D.    Emergency Only 
E.    Other: Enter Text _____________________________________  

 
14. Do you use TTY Relay Services? 

A.    Yes 
B.    No 

15. Which TTY Relay Services do you use? 

A.    Telus Relay Service (TRS) 
B.    Bell Relay Service (BRS) 
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C.    Aliant Relay Service (ARS) 
D.    Rogers Relay Services 
E.    Other Canadian service company, please specify which one other    
       Canadian service company:   
       ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

16. How did you become aware of TTY relay service? 
  
A.    My parents or other family members 
B.    Deaf service agencies or Deaf associations (Deaf club) 
C.    School (either mainstream or deaf institution) 
D.    Friend(s) 
E.    Audiologist 
F.     Speech Teacher 
G.   Online 
H.   Other, please specify: 
      __________________________________________________________________ 
 

17. Do you think there is enough awareness and promotion of TTY Relay? 
 
A. Yes 
B. No, there should be more. 
C. I don’t know 
D. Unsure 

 
      Do you have other ideas or suggestions for awareness and promotion of TTY      
      Relay?_________________________________________________________ 

  
 

18. Do you think TTY Relay access is still important for your daily use? 
 
A. Yes 
B. No 
C. I don’t know 
D. Unsure 
E. It depends on the situation 
 
Comment:_________________________________________________ 
 

19. Have you experienced challenges and issues when calling TTY Relay? 
 

Please describe and explain your experiences and challenges with TTY Relay in text: 
 

20. What are your ideas and recommendations to improve TTY Relay? 

Please describe and explain your feedback as ideas and recommendations for improving 

TTY Relay in text: 
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IP Relay 

21. Do you have access to IP-Relay on a computer? (choose one) 

A. Yes 
B. No 
C. I don’t know 
D. Unsure 

22. Do you use IP-Relay on your smartphone (ie. iPhone) or tablet (ie. iPad)? 

A.    Yes 
B.    No 
C.    I don’t know 
D.    Unsure  
E.   Have feedback about your IP-Relay experience using the smartphone or tablet, please   

comment: 

23. Which IP-Relay Services do you use? 

A.    Bell Aliant IP Relay 
B.    Rogers IP Relay 
C.    TELUS IP Relay 
D.    Shaw IP Relay 
E.    Videotron IP Relay 
F.     Eastlink IP Relay 
G.    Other IP Relay company, please specify which company:   
        ________________________________________ 
 

24. Did you know that you are required to have a wireline (home telephone line)   
telephone service provider (TSP) phone number to be an IP Relay customer? 
 

A. Yes 
B. No 
C. I don’t know 

 
25. How do you feel about the landline phone requirement for the IP Relay access? 

A.    Disappointed. 
B.    Sad that I cannot use IP Relay, simply because I do not have a landline 
C.    Prefer to use without the landline phone requirement. 
D.    Don’t Care. 
E.   Angry because I am paying for another bill just because I want access to IP   
       Relay, not fair. 

26. How often do hearing people call you or call you back using IP Relay? 

      A. Frequently (often) 

      B. Few times 

      C. Sometimes 

      D. Never 
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27. Please explain your experience with voice callers trying to reach you back on IP 
Relay - Comment box:  

28. How did you become aware of IP relay service? (can choose more than one) 

A.     I never learned about IP-Relay until now 

B.   My parents or other family members 
C.   Friend(s) or Community Member(s) 
D.     Deaf service agencies or Deaf associations (Deaf club) 
E.     School (either mainstream or deaf institution) 
F.    E-mail  
G.     Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc 
H.   Phone or internet company 
website:_________________________________________________________ 
 

29. Do you think there is enough awareness and promotion of IP Relay? 

A. Yes 
B. No, there should be more. 
C. I don’t know 
D. Unsure 
E. Please share ideas or suggestions for awareness and promotion of IP Relay or have a 

general comment in this text comment box: 
 

30. Do you think IP Relay access is still important for your daily use? 

A. Yes 
B. No, there should be more. 
C. I don’t know 
D. Unsure 
E. Please explain examples of when you would use IP Relay in text comment box: 

 
 

31. Have you experienced challenges and issues when calling IP Relay? 

A. Yes 
B. No 

Please describe your experiences and challenges with IP-Relay in text comment box: 

 

32. What are your ideas and recommendations to improve IP Relay? 

Please describe your feedback as ideas and recommendations for improving IP Relay in text 

comment box: 
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Current Text-based Message Relay Systems 

 

33. Do you ever use other internet-based services (e.g. VRS, Skype, FaceTime, or               

Messenger) or texting instead of making telephone calls through TTY or IP relay 

services? 

A.    Yes 

B.    No 

If you wish to comment, please type into text comment box: 

 

 

34. Are there situations where you prefer to use or MUST use TTY or IP Relay services 

to make telephone calls? 

A.    Yes 

B.    No 

If yes, please explain why, what your reasons are: 

 

 

35. Please tell us what you use IP-Relay to call: 

A. Doctor or Dentist 

            B. Government services, such as Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) 

            C. Insurance 

 D. Bills 

 E. Family 

            F. Friend 

            G. Emergencies 

            H. Other, please type into text comment box:______________________________ 
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Future of Text based Message Relay Services 

36. Real-Time Text (RTT) - Would you consider using RTT for conversations on your 

mobile phone, notebook and computer? See see image for example, or click this link 

for more information. Choose one: 

 

 

  

A.    Yes 

B.    No 

C.    I don’t know 

D. Unsure 

 

  

 

 

 

 

37. Would you consider using an IP-Relay app on 

your mobile device or tablet device for 

conversations? (see image) Choose one: 

A.    Yes 
B.    No 
C.    I don’t know 
D.       Unsure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfmAblNvr8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfmAblNvr8E
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38. Would you consider using an already built-in software TTY feature (for example: 
Apple Software TTY on iPhone)  for conversations on your mobile smartphone device?  
See the link for more information or the image for example on an Apple device. 
Choose one: 
  

A. Yes 
B. No 
C. I don’t know 
D. Unsure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

39.  Please feel free to share your experiences or ideas how to improve TTY Relay or IP-

Relay.  

Please be clear how you used the relay service, what devices you have used, we prefer to 

read about your experience with TTY Relay or IP Relay.  

 

Do not include any identifying information in here (names). We respect your privacy, thank 

you.  

Feel free to write more of your experiences in the space below: 

Thank you. 

The Canadian Association of the Deaf-Association des Sourds du Canada (CAD-ASC), the 

Deaf Wireless Canada Committee (DWCC), and the Canadian National Society of Deaf-Blind 

(CNSDB) appreciate you taking your time to complete this survey. 

“Together we will see functional equivalency, access and fairness for all !!” 

If you have any questions, you can contact Frank Folino, CAD-ASC President ffolino@cad.ca 

***END OF DOCUMENT*** 

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT207033
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT207033
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